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Is your child/teen the bully or the victim? 

Bullying and cyberbullying is when someone hurts or scares another person repeatedly, 

maliciously and intentionally. The behavior is never appropriate. 

The old cliché of sticks and stones can hurt your bones but words will never hurt you couldn’t be 

more inaccurate. 

Today teens and children are being harassed verbally to a point that the emotional scarring can 

lead to feelings of suicidal thoughts and some actually to death. 

Bullied to death. Unfortunately this has become a reality. 

The news and headlines are a perfect example of how escalated bullying and cyberbullying is 

happening in our country. The statistics are staggering. 1 out of 4 kids have reported being 

bullied and 43% of kids have reported being bullied while online. 

It is time that parents step in and step up to the plate. Help form anti-bullying groups in your 

schools and communities today. 

Education is key to prevention and it begins at home. 

Bullying comes in different forms: 

Physical Bullying: Is the most obvious form of intimidation and can consist of hitting, kicking, 

biting, pinching, hair pulling, and other forms of physical abuse. A bully may threaten to punch 

you if you don’t give up something you have and they want such as your lunch or your money. 

Verbal Bullying: Often accompanies physical behavior and threats. This can include name 

calling, harassing, and spreading rumors or gossip about you. 

Emotional Intimidation: Is closely related to these two types of bullying. A bully may 

deliberately exclude you from a school outing or a group party that your friends are all going to. 

Racist Bullying: Can take many forms: making racial slurs, spray painting graffiti, mocking the 

victim’s cultural customs, and making offensive gestures. 
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Sexual Bullying: Is unwanted physical contact or abusive and inappropriate comments. 

Sexual Preference Bullying: Especially teens that are gay, will suffer from vicious verbal, 

emotional and physical attacks. As we have seen this too many times, the ending can be tragic. 

Parenting is teaching tolerance and acceptance. 

Cyberbullying is one or a group of kids or teens using electronic means via computers and cell 

phones (emails, Web sites, chat rooms, instant messaging and texting) to torment, threaten, 

harass, humiliate, embarrass or target another child or teen. 

Sexting: Is another form of cyberbullying which is usually unflattering or humiliating pictures of 

oneself that are spread virally to a large group. These pictures are commonly sexual in nature and 

not intended for worldwide viewing. 

Do you suspect your teen is a bully?  

Here are six signs that may be red flags your teen may be the bully: 

1) Do they bully you? You might be wondering how your teen could possibly bully you, the 

parent. Bullying is form of manipulation. One way teens commonly bully parents is through 

boundary pushing, or constantly testing you to see if you will respond with discipline. Don’t let 

teens emotionally bully you or intimidate you by constantly questioning what you have to say. 

Stand firm, have confidence in your parenting, and realize that if they’ve taken to pushing you 

around, they might be pushing around others. 

2) Are they cyber-secretive? It is normal for teens to want privacy, however if you feel that 

they are completely shutting you out of their digital world (excluding you from their social 

networking sites such as Facebook) and not sharing average news with you, it may be a red flag. 

Monitor your teen’s modes of communication on the Internet; it isn’t about poking into their 

private business – it is about when safety trumps privacy. Cyberbullying is an ugly trait we don’t 

want our teen to be part of. If you see your teen or child participating in any part of 

cyberbullying, it is a parent’s responsibility to speak with the child about this. 

3) BFF or Conspirator? Bullies don’t take on the world alone. They usually have a best friend 

or group of friends that they use to intimidate others. While it’s natural for teens to develop close 

bonds, if your teen’s best friend feels more like a conspirator to you than a friend, you might 

want to keep an eye on their behavior. 

4) They Make Fun of Others in Front of You: Once again, many telltale signs of bullying are 

normal teen behaviors that have gotten out of control. Bullies will often talk about their victims 

openly, mocking them or discussing how much better they are than them. The victims become a 

source of fixation, and are on the bully’s mind even when they’re not around. If your teen seems 

to be putting someone down to an extreme extent, you should ask them about it. 

5) Teen is a bit Arrogant/Cocky: Teens bully because of the momentary rush that comes from 

it: the feeling of being better than someone else and having control over them. It makes them feel 



powerful. Teens who chronically bully can become conceited and over certain of their own 

opinions, and may become domineering in normal daily situations, without reason. 

6) Master Manipulator and Talk their Way Out of it: Bullies are masters at rationalizing. 

They rationalize their own acceptable, hurtful behavior towards others all the time. So, if your 

teen seems to have honed the skill of talking their way out of any situation, from doing their 

chores to being punished for breaking curfew, you should look out. 

While any one of these signs alone might not mean that your teen has become a bully, if you’ve 

spotted several of them, you might consider talking to your teen and their teachers about the 

possibility of bullying. Don’t jump to conclusions, and set a good example for your teen in 

conflict resolution in your own home. If you feel the problem is beyond your own scope, get help 

from a school counselor or therapist. 

This article was written by Sue Scheff. You can join me on Facebook and follow me on Twitter. 

With sources from Joy Paley, STOMPOutBullying.org, Parent’s Universal Resource Experts 

(P.U.R.E.) 
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WANT TO USE THIS ARTICLE IN YOUR EZINE OR WEB SITE? 

You can, as long as you include this complete blurb with it: Bullying strategists Jane Balvanz 

and Blair Wagner publish GAPRA’s bi-weekly articles. If you’re ready to guide children in 

grades K – 12 through painful friendships and emotional bullying: 

For help with emotional bullying: www.GAPRAconnect.com 

For the When Girls Hurt Girls® program: www.AWayThrough.com 
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